Ana: Trillium Lakelands District School Board acknowledges that these lands and
waters are the traditional homeland of the Ojibway (Oh-jib-way) Nation and the
Huron (Hur-on) / Wendat (When-dat) Nation, and now includes communities from
the Mohawk Nation, the Pottawatomi (Pot-a-watt-a-me) Nation, the Inuit Nation and
the Métis (May-tee) Nation of Ontario .
Under the One Dish With One Spoon Treaty, the Haudenosaunee (Hoden-oh-shownee) Confederacy and the Anishinaabe (An-ish-i-na-bay) Peoples agreed to share
and care for this territory for the benefit of future generations. We acknowledge
their stewardship throughout the ages. Please take a moment now to acknowledge the
traditional territory that you are situated on.
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Picture the new math curriculum like a tree house.
1. Long-term planning is like the blueprints for the tree house.
2. The high impact instructional practices are like the trunk of a tree. It provides
stability to the curriculum and allows students and teachers alike to reach great
heights.
3. Cross Strand teaching is like weaving material together to bring colour to the
treehouse.
4. Mathematical modelling is like the actual process of building a tree house.
5. Assessment and evaluation along the way is like a snapshot of where you are
currently and can use to compare to where you want to end up.
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Simon Sinek tells leaders to start with “why” to inspire action. Let’s look at why our new
math curriculum extends across various math strands and contexts. (Read quote on slide).
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Let’s explore the The Long Range Planning component of the revised math curriculum.
Perhaps it would help to visualize it as the blueprints for building a treehouse.
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(Read the slide)
According to the ministry the ministry long-range plans are samples. We do wish to point
out that some boards have deemed them to be mandatory.
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Where to start?

So, let’s start by viewing the examples of long-range plans included in the revised math
curriculum.
We’ve included a link to the ministry of education’s sample long-range plans found on the
revised math curriculum website. There are various ways to access these plans: either
through the blue resource tab at the top or the quick links on the bottom right as your
scroll through the home page. You will notice that the sample long range plans are
organized by questions, topics, or school boards.
Although the idea of long-range plans developed by questions or topics might feel
uncomfortable to some teachers or administrators in mathematics, perhaps as we unpack,
explore, play with, and break-down the actual plans, cross-strand plans will look more
achievable. Taking a learning and curiosity stance might help those staff members who are
overwhelmed with the revised math curriculum and hesitant to start.
Naturally, the long-range plans are only samples, although some boards have directed
teachers to use a specific set of plans or developed their own. Regardless, they can be
starting points for the professional learning teams conversations. We can start by viewing
and learning those long-range plans to give us an idea of what it looks like.
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When you dive into the revised Ontario mathematics curriculum and look under the
resources tab, you will find sample Long Range Plans
The long range plans organized by questions break down the learning month by month
providing an overarching question to guide the learning across various strands.
There are plans organized by topics as well. These plans break down the learning over
various time frames from 10 days to 30 days depending on the topic. Once again they
integrate the various math strands.
And finally, Niagara and Simcoe County have shared their long-range plans. More great
resources to tap into.
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Let’s take a look at the sample Long Range Plans Developed by Questions.
On this slide you will find the grades 1-3 questions for January, February, May and June.
What do you notice? Please type your observations in the chat box.
Presenter is looking for these key ideas:
Expectations are connected
Expectations are expanded on
Expectations are revisited through different questions/contexts
Each question typically involves several strands and draws on big mathematical themes
such as quantity, change, equivalence, dimension, pattern, and uncertainty.
Often the same question spans several grades.
How can you leverage these observations as a principal? Please share your ideas in the
chat box.
Ideas to highlight include:
Using the same question in math helps combined classes.
The questions can be split into shorter blocks with the embedded strands and topics
serving as different contexts that would spiral throughout the year.
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Even though they are presented in month-long blocks, there is flexibility for responding to
student need and readiness.
Deep learning occurs when ideas are re-visited
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These primary sample long range plans are organized by topics. What do you notice in
the primary grades? Please share your observations in the chat box.
Look for answers that identify specific expectations are revisited
There is a flow of learning
Specific expectations are connected
Specific expectations are expanded on
Specific expectations are revisited
Timing is suggested but has room for student learning needs

How can you leverage this as a principal with your staff?
Let’s look into the deeper description of number patterns,
relationships & equivalency (click on animation to circle the
row)
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When we look further into Number Patterns, Relationships and Equivalency we can
see the various strands that fall under each topic. (Read some of the slide)
Now that we’ve looked at the long-range plans in detail, the question remains, how
do we lead staff to use these blueprints for a successful math program?
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These sample long range plans are organized by topics. What do you notice in the primary
grades? Please share your observations in the chat box.
Look for answers that identify specific expectations are revisited
There is a flow of learning
Specific expectations are connected
Specific expectations are expanded on
Specific expectations are revisited
Timing is suggested but has room for student learning needs
How can you leverage this as a principal with your staff?
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Let’s take a look at the sample Long Range Plans Developed by Question.
On this slide you will find the grades 4-6 questions for February, March, April and May.
What do you notice? Please type your observations in the chat box.
Presenter is looking for these key ideas:
Expectations are connected
Expectations are expanded on
Expectations are revisited through different contexts
Each question typically involves several strands and draws on big mathematical themes
such as quantity, change, equivalence, dimension, pattern, and uncertainty.
Often the same question spans several grades.
How can you leverage these observations as a principal? Please share your ideas in the
chat box.
Ideas to highlight include:
Using the same question in math helps combined classes.
The questions can be split into shorter blocks with the embedded strands and topics
serving as different contexts that would spiral throughout the year.
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Even though they are presented in month-long blocks, there is flexibility for responding to
student need and readiness.
Deep learning occurs when ideas are re-visited
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When we look further into Number Patterns, Relationships and Equivalency we can see the
various strands that fall under each topic. (Read some of the slide)
Now that we’ve looked at the long-range plans in detail, the question remains, how do we
lead staff to use these blueprints for a successful math program?
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Let’s take a look at the sample Long Range Plans Developed by Question.
On this slide you will find the grades 7 & 8 questions for February, March, April and May.
What do you notice? Please type your observations in the chat box.
Presenter is looking for these key ideas:
Expectations are connected
Expectations are expanded on
Expectations are revisited through different contexts
Each question typically involves several strands and draws on big mathematical themes
such as quantity, change, equivalence, dimension, pattern, and uncertainty.
Often the same question spans several grades.
How can you leverage these observations as a principal? Please share your ideas in the
chat box.
Ideas to highlight include:
Using the same question in math helps combined classes.
The questions can be split into shorter blocks with the embedded strands and topics
serving as different contexts that would spiral throughout the year.
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Even though they are presented in month-long blocks, there is flexibility for responding to
student need and readiness.
Deep learning occurs when ideas are re-visited
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These sample long range plans are organized by topics. What do you notice in the
primary grades? Please share your observations in the chat box.
Look for answers that identify specific expectations are revisited
There is a flow of learning
Specific expectations are connected
Specific expectations are expanded on
Specific expectations are revisited
Timing is suggested but has room for student learning needs

How can you leverage this as a principal with your
staff?r staff?rage this as a principal with your staff?
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When we look further into Number Patterns, Relationships and Equivalency we can see the
various strands that fall under each topic. (Read some of the slide).
Now that we’ve looked at the long-range plans in detail, the question remains, how do we
lead staff to use these blueprints for a successful math program?
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One of the answers lies in the reflective questions to ask teacsecthers ion in the curriculum
itself.
Asking questions helps teachers refine their instruction and reflect. This is a critical time to
do so given that it is our teachers’ first year with the revised curriculum.
On this slide you will find some great questions from the ministry long-range plans to guide
your discussions with teachers.
The second point would be an excellent question to guide staff in a division meeting. As a
leader, providing time and space for teachers to highlight which expectations are revisited,
which ones are built upon and which ones are addressed only once helps build their
understanding of the blueprint for math.
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A key leadership move is to provide time and space between meetings to continue the
conversations. How do you continue the conversations, ensure sharing of practices, and
sharing of students’ work, between scheduled meetings? Please share your thoughts in
the chat box.
Look for: Make note of the things individual teachers are sharing that they will be trying or
have identified they need support in. This supports you in providing follow up that includes
follow up questions specific to what was said, offer support based on their own identified
needs to keep the cycles iterative. i.e. At our last meeting you were going to try...., tell me
about how your students engaged in this learning? At our last meeting you shared you
would really like to try or learn more about... let's talk about how I can support you in this.
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High-Impact Instructional Practices are essential to effective math instruction. They have
consistently shown to have a high-impact on teaching and learning in mathematics. The
2020 Math Curriculum continues to highlight these 9 through a series of fact sheets. Any
of them can be used to facilitate a learning conversation with teachers around what they
are, what they look like in the classroom, and how to use them. All of them play a role in a
rich math program and not only is it important to understand them, but also think about
when to use each one and in what context.
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The goal today will be to think about how to facilitate professional dialogue with teachers
using the High-Impact Instructional Strategy of Direct Instruction as just one example (in
the context of Cross Strand Mathematics.)
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What do you think of when you hear “Direct Instruction”? What comes to mind? Use the
chat feature to share your ideas.
Examples that might be shared: teacher led, passive learning, one size fits all, lecture style,
explicit instruction
Highlight Ministry Video available on the learning exchange “Explicit Teaching in
Problem-based Mathematics”

https://thelearningexchange.ca/projects/explicit-teaching-problem-basedmathematics/
Rather than a separate pedagogical approach, direct teaching or explicit instruction
is an integral part of problem-based learning and instruction.
This ink can be found in the resources section that has been shared with you
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Ideas to consider…..
Direct Instruction Is:
●
intentional teaching
●
concise
●
requires careful planning
●
focuses on learning goals, success criteria and descriptive feedback
●
require pedagogical content knowledge
●
teacher making explicit connections to learning goals and success criteria using
student work
●
explicit instruction
●
strategic use of questions
clarifies, models, names, defines, extends thinking
●
●
checks for understanding
●
concludes with a clear summary of the learning
Direct Instruction is not:
●
lecture
●
all teacher talk up front
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●
●
●
●

imparting knowledge
reading from a textbook
independent worksheets
teacher talking, kids working
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**For Primary presentation only**
Why is this useful when teaching Cross-Strand? To answer this question, let’s look at a
primary example.
Suppose a teacher was using this visual to represent the numbers of books read by
students in the class to raise money for charity. When asking students questions such as,
who read the most books and how did you figure that out? You may be looking for a
variety of strategies to add which is a Number expectation.
But notice in this dialogue between the teacher and student the teacher can look to
highlight the concept of equality which is an Algebra expectation.

Dialogue:
Teacher: You think that Elijah read the most books. How did
you figure that out?
Student: I added 6 and 4 to get 9.
Then I added 5 and 3 to get 9.
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And 9 plus 9 equals 18. That was more than the others.
Teacher: So 6 + 4 = 9 and 5 + 3 = 9. How is this possible? Are
there other situations that might also make up 9?
With careful planning, pedagogical content knowledge and the strategic use of questioning,
a teacher can look to address multiple concepts across strands. You can see that building a
teacher’s skill set in the components of direct instruction can help build teacher
understanding which can support the development of rich questions, deeper understanding
of curriculum content and continuums across strands, skills to recognize when and how to
lift the math concept out of the student thinking and also be more responsive to students
through appropriate feedback.
Gr: 1 Expectations
Number: (Addition and Subtraction) B2.4 use objects, diagrams, and equations to represent,
describe, and solve situations involving addition and subtraction of whole numbers that add
up to no more than 50
Algebra: (Equalities and Inequalities) C2.2 determine whether given pairs of addition and
subtraction expressions are equivalent or not
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**For Junior presentation only**
Why is this useful when teaching Cross-Strand? To answer this question, let’s look at a
junior example.
Suppose a teacher was exploring a variety of book genres with her class and presented a
problem that could allow students the opportunity to explore fractions. For example,

Teacher Comment #1: There are half as many comic books as
there are biographies. How many books of each genre could
there be? How do you know?
The task is a very open one which allows students several entrance points to connect to
this fraction concept, depending on where they are. She may be looking for students to
explore a variety of tools, drawings and standard notation to help answer this fraction
question, which is a Number expectation. But notice in this dialogue that the teacher can
look to highlight the concept of probability, which is a Data expectation.
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Teacher Comment #2: What if our librarian, Mrs. Feres, chooses
to randomly distribute books to our class? What is the likelihood
that you will receive a comic book? Explain your thinking.
With careful planning, pedagogical content knowledge and the strategic use of questioning,
a teacher can look to address multiple concepts across strands. You can see that building a
teacher’s skill set in the components of direct instruction can help build teacher
understanding which can support the development of rich questions, deeper understanding
of curriculum content and continuums across strands, skills to recognize when and how to
lift the math concept out of the student thinking and also be more responsive to students
through appropriate feedback.
Gr: 4 Expectations
Number: (Fractions and Decimals) B1.4 represent fractions from halves to tenths using
drawings, tools, and standard fractional notation, and explain the meanings of the
denominator and the numerator
Data: (Probability) D2.1 use mathematical language, including the terms “impossible”,
“unlikely”, “equally likely”, “likely”, and “certain”, to describe the likelihood of events
happening, represent this likelihood on a probability line, and use it to make predictions and
informed decisions
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**For Intermediate presentation only**
Why is this useful when teaching Cross-Strand? To answer this question, let’s look at an
intermediate example.
Suppose a teacher wanted to focus on data expectations were students were exploring
data collection of media adds on a variety of social media platforms and organizing them
using a table of values. This is a Data expectation. But notice in this dialogue that the
teacher can connect to Algebra expectations by asking the right questions.

Teacher Comment #1: What do you notice in this table of
values?
Teacher Comment #2: How many ads do you think you might
get to in 3 hours? How do you know? How could you find out?
With careful planning, pedagogical content knowledge and the strategic use of
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questioning, a teacher can look to address multiple concepts across strands. You can see
that building a teacher’s skill set in the components of direct instruction can help build
teacher understanding which can support the development of rich questions, deeper
understanding of curriculum content and continuums across strands, skills to recognize
when and how to lift the math concept out of the student thinking and also be more
responsive to students through appropriate feedback.
Gr: 8 Expectations
Data : (Data Collection and Organization) D1.2 collect continuous data to answer questions
of interest involving two variables, and organize the data sets as appropriate in a table of
values
Algebra: (Patterns) C1.2 create and translate repeating, growing, and shrinking patterns
involving rational numbers using various representations, including algebraic expressions
and equations for linear growing and shrinking patterns
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So now what? What does this mean for me as a principal or vice-principal? Where do I
start?
Start where your teachers are.
Do you know where they when it comes to direct instruction?
If your answer is YES...great….you can get going
-Maybe you will go explore this topic together
-Maybe you will need to clarify misconceptions about direct instruction
-Maybe you will start unpacking the various components of direct instruction
If your answer is NO….then how are you going to find out where they are?
-Maybe you will visit classrooms
-Maybe you will have conversations
-Maybe you will develop some PLCs
-Maybe you will develop a survey
The main thing is that you have a starting point and a beginning next step to further
developing this important high impact instructional strategy. And remember that this is
just 1 of the 9 high impact instructional strategies that are so important in moving students
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and teachers understanding in mathematics forward.
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You’ve come to this webinar with some thoughts on what mathematical modelling is in the
new math curriculum.
When you look at the overall expectation for Mathematical Modelling in the algebra
strand, you will notice that the grade 1 & grade 8 description are identical as are all the
overall expectations. In this case there are no specific expectations. Teachers assess and
evaluate the process of mathematical modelling. This is tricky to get our head wrapped
around as we are often looking at the results-not the process.
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The Mathematical Modelling Process

Mathematical modelling provides authentic connections to real-life situations. The
process starts with ill-defined, often messy real-life problems that may have several
different solutions that are all correct. Mathematical modelling requires the
modeller to be critical and creative and make choices, assumptions, and decisions.
Teachers should be culturally aware of the choices of mathematical modelling
questions they pose. Students will create a variety of different models based on
their experiences. From the curriculum context document: Culturally reflective and
responsive teachers know that there is more than one way to develop a solution. Students
are exposed to multiple ways of knowing and are encouraged to explore multiple ways of
finding answers. For example, an Indigenous pedagogical approach emphasizes holistic,
experiential learning; teacher modelling; and the use of collaborative and engaging
activities” (p. 48).
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What do these stages look like? How might this process unfold?
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Understanding the problem could be a whole class discussion or small group brainstorming
activity.

Moving to the analysis of the situation, small groups can brainstorm to determine
information, how information is to be gathered, assumptions to be made and so on.

When students are creating a mathematical model, they are truly doing the work of
mathematicians-gathering data, measuring, drawing, graphing, organizing, and putting it all
together.

When the students are analysing and assessing the model they need to step back and see if
the model does indeed solve the problem. They need to share their solutions and perhaps
gain new insights and opportunities to refine their model from the feedback and clarify
their understanding. Once again-a messy process! And definitely non-linear.

Now that we know what it is...let’s look at what it is not. (Read the slide)
In the previous curriculum, equations and manipulatives were used interchangeably as
modelling. No longer.
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(Primary and Junior Example)
Now that we know what mathematical modelling is and is not...Let’s look at two examples
and apply the criteria to determine which one is a Mathematical Modelling question.
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Now that we know what mathematical modelling is and is not...Let’s look at two examples
and apply the criteria to determine which one is a Mathematical Modelling question.
(Intermediate example)
Another example might include how much water does a household need? This can lend
itself to so many cross curricular connections.... including linking to Water
conditions in Canadian First Nations Communities. Then you could possibly pose
the questions what cross curricular connections can you make with this question.
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Start slow and build. Recall the previous example of the hamster food or gas mileage.
These were word problems that had underlying problems that could be built into
mathematical modelling questions. (Read the remaining considerations)
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ask participants to place in the chat box, mathematical ideas that might come up in the
previous modelling task
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Connect back to mathematical modelling and think of tasks that can be cross stranded
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Chris Insert slide about teachers’ professional judgement and ways to enhance teachers’
professional learning.
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Acknowledgement that we are providing a lot of information.
List dates and topics for participants to unpack the learning from this webinar (Professional
Learning Networks).
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“Explicit Teaching in Problem-based Mathematics” (Learning Exchange Video

to support direct instruction)
https://www.google.com/url?q=https://thelearningexchange.ca/projects/exp
licit-teaching-problem-basedmathematics/&sa=D&ust=1610732598004000&usg=AFQjCNFsEibKy9Qcdhy
zunxq1ZUMXGvXOA
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